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Growth of composition-modulated AgÕCo wires on Pt„997…
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Sequential deposition of Ag and Co on a Pt~111! stepped surface has been investigated as a means to obtain
composition-modulated atomic wires. Thermal energy He atom scattering in grazing incidence conditions
allows us to control and characterize the growth of Ag/Co wires on Pt~997! as a function of the substrate
coverage and temperature. When Co is deposited first, Ag and Co atoms arrange themselves into regular stripes
parallel to the Pt steps. A disordered phase is obtained when Ag is deposited first. We have carried out
calculations based on semiempirical potentials to study the equilibrium configuration of a Ag/Co mixture on
Pt~997!. The experimental observations agree with ground-state calculations of the atomic structure, indicating
that the first pure Co row in contact with the Pt step edge is very stable while the second row is occupied by
Ag atoms. Free-energy minimization using a mean-field Ising approach at finite temperature of equimolar
binary mixtures leads to very consistent results for the Ag/Co system, namely the preferential sequence with
nearly pure Co and Ag wires in the first and second rows at the step. Predictive extensions to Co/Cu and Ag/Cu
systems are discussed within the same approach. A preferential ordering with Co~Cu! occupying the first row
and Cu~Ag! the second row is clearly obtained from the calculations, although the Ag/Cu system can also be
frozen in reverse order.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Epitaxy of multicomponent metal films is a widely stu
ied subject because of its relevance for technological ap
cations in the areas of catalysis, microelectronics, and m
rial science.1,2 Understanding the interplay betwee
heteronuclear metal-metal bonds, surface geometric st
ture, and overlayer morphology is a prerequisite for ela
rating mixed-metal compounds with tailored structural a
electronic properties. The morphological and chemical ch
acteristics of the interface between two metals can critic
influence the physical behavior of low-dimensional system
Interfaces between magnetic and nonmagnetic materials
of special interest because of their influence on the magn
anisotropy of thin films3–6 and on the electronic transpo
properties of multilayered devices.7–10 Ag/Co multilayers, in
particular, exhibit giant magnetoresistance properties11 and
bulk immiscibility of the two constituents. As a cons
quence, they have been the object of numerous studies
looked at the connection between structure and trans
properties.9,12,13Quite naturally, most of the attention to da
has been directed towards two-dimensional~2D! layered
films, since many devices used for microelectronics or m
netorecording applications are based on multilayer str
tures. However, technological progress will likely require d
vising and characterizing more complex structures in l
than two dimensions.
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In this paper, we test and analyze a method to grow
dered arrays of parallel wires of alternate Ag/Co compo
tion. Sequential evaporation of two metals on a vicinal s
face can be used to fabricate lateral superlattices wit
tunable periodic structure, as has been demonstrated
semiconductor systems.14 To obtain sharp interfaces betwee
the different elements, this technique requires deta
knowledge of the lateral adatom interaction as well as of
adsorbate-substrate potential. Here we investigate exp
mentally and theoretically the formation and stability of on
dimensional~1D! Ag/Co wires obtained by step decoratio
of the vicinal Pt~997! surface. Thermal energy atom scatte
ing ~TEAS! can be successfully employed to monitorin situ
and in real time the growth of 1D aggregates on step
surfaces,15–18 as well as 2D layer-by-layer growth.19,20 In
previous studies,15,16,21we have shown that the deposition
Ag ~Co! on Pt~997! in the appropriate temperature range r
sults in the row-by-row growth of 1D atomic wires at th
bottom of the Pt step edges. By subsequent deposition o
~Ag!, we obtain the formation of a thicker wire of mixe
composition whose structure depends on the order of eva
ration and on the surface temperature.

The experimental observations are compared to grou
state calculations of the atomic structure and to thermo
namic results issued from a model of row formation th
support the experimental data. In particular, we show h
the compositional and morphological characteristics of
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Pictorial view of the Pt~997! sur-
face. The darker atoms at the step edges repre
Co and Ag atoms forming ordered 1D chains.~b!
Ag/Co alloy wire at the step edge.
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Ag/Co structures depend on the surface geometry and on
bonding between the different species. In the bulk, both
and Co and Ag and Pt are immiscible, while Co and Pt al
in a wide range of temperature and composition. Althou
surface-confined alloys exist for Ag/Pt~Ref. 22! and
Ag/Co,23,24we will see that the stronger tendency to alloyi
of Co and Pt affects the composition of the Ag/Co wire
Semiempirical potentials are used to determine stable c
figurations at 0 K for the single metal adsorbate and then
an equimolar mixture of two adsorbates. Then equilibriu
thermodynamic principles are used, within the mean-fi
Ising approximation, to discuss the row formation process
an equimolar binary alloy at finite temperature.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted
the presentation of the experimental results on Ag/Co e
taxy on Pt~997!. We start by presenting the results for pu
Ag and Co wires~Sec. II A! and we describe successively th
Ag/Co wires~Sec. II B!. In Sec. III, the results of the ground
state calculations of the wire structure using semiempir
interaction potentials are given for single and mixed me
adspecies. The thermodynamic model is presented and
plied to the Ag/Co, Co/Cu, and Ag/Cu binary mixtures
Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The TEAS measurements have been carried out in a h
resolution He scattering spectrometer25,26at a He wavelength
lHe50.92 Å. The apparatus allows independent variation
the incidence angleu i and reflection angleu f for 60 °<u i
1u f<180 °. The Pt sample is mounted on a cryostat t
allows the temperature to be varied between 40 K and 1
K. The Pt~997! surface consists of close-packed~111! ter-
races with a hexagonal lattice parameter of 2.77 Å separ
by monatomic steps with$111% microfacets, 2.27 Å in
height~Fig. 1!. The average terrace width is 20.1 Å~or eight
atomic rows!, with a distribution that is remarkably narrow
~standard deviation;3 Å) due to repulsive interaction be
tween the steps.27 The surface is prepared by repeated cyc
of 800-eV Ar1 sputtering and annealing to 850 K, followe
by a brief oxygen exposure at a pressure of 131027 and by
flash annealing atT.1000 K to remove possible carbo
contaminants. Cleanliness is checked by Auger and He
flectivity measurements; the base pressure in the sam
chamber is 1310210 mbar. Ag and Co are evaporated wi
two electron-beam evaporators with typical deposition ra
of a few 1023 ML s21 ~ML denotes monolayer!.

A. Growth of pure Ag and Co wires

The decoration of Pt steps by Ag or Co adatoms is ch
acterized by monitoring the intensity of the He beam
04540
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flected by the surface during evaporation. In general,
scattering on a vicinal surface gives rise to a diffraction p
tern whose maxima are located at the Bragg positions co
sponding to the periodic arrangement of terraces. As in
optical blazed reflection grating, the most intense diffract
orders are tilted away from the specular direction. Here
take advantage of this fact to enhance the contribution fr
the step to the reflected He intensity over the one from
terrace. In the specular direction the intensity coming fro
the flat terrace regions is very low; on the other hand, due
the bending of the repulsive He-surface potential at s
edges, the intensity of the reflected beam at grazing
angles~large u f) originates mainly from the interaction o
He atoms with atoms near the step.18,28,29Specular scattering
conditions (u i5u f) for large u f values are therefore suite
for the investigation of processes that take place at the s
strate step edges. Step sensitivity is further enhanced by
large u i values, which cause the shadowing of the terra
regions close to the steps.

For given scattering parametersu i , u f , and lHe, the
variations of the He reflected intensity depend only on
surface topmost layer structure, the intensity being a decr
ing function of the density of diffuse scatterers on t
surface.19,20,30Ordered structures that present a minimum
kinks and defects therefore correspond to intensity maxi
In grazing incidence conditions, the He reflectivity chang
between complete and incomplete adatom rows at s
edges. In Fig. 2, we report the intensity of the He be
reflected at grazing angles (u i5u f583 °) from the surface
during deposition of Ag@Fig. 2~a!# and Co@Fig. 2~b!#. The
coverage scale has been calibrated by repeating the s
measurements atu i560 °, u f547 °: the sensitivity to ter-
race ordering in this case allowed us to determine precis
the monolayer position, as reported in Refs. 15 and 16.
reflected intensity has been normalized to its initial va
prior to deposition. The decrease in intensity during the fi
evaporation stage can be qualitatively explained as follo
As Ag or Co adatoms arrive on the surface, they migrate
the step edges where the increase in coordination resul
stronger bonding~see Sec. III B!. Since the terrace width is
very short compared to the mean free path of the adatom
the 150 K–250 K temperature range adopted in this wo
there is no nucleation on terraces. Adatoms arriving at
step sites can move along the Pt edges until they nuclea
stable 1D clusters.15,16 Both single adatoms and the 1D clu
ter edges at steps constitute diffuse scatterers for the
beam. The reflected intensity decreases until the defect
sity at the steps reaches a maximum and then starts reco
ing as the vacancies in the growing row begin to fill. The fi
and most intense peak in the two curves therefore co
sponds to the nucleation of a continuous monatomic row
adatoms along the Pt lower step edges. The coverage c
4-2
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GROWTH OF COMPOSITION-MODULATED Ag/Co WIRES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045404
sponding to this peak is about 0.17 ML, slightly larger th
the nominal coverage of 0.13 ML of a pseudomorphic r
decorating the steps of a Pt~997! surface. This coverage shi
is a temperature effect: as shown in Refs. 15,16, and 21
T<250 K, edge diffusion processes are not completely
fective in rearranging all adatoms along the Pt edges. A fr
tion of migrating adatoms that stick to Ag or Co atoms
ready decorating the Pt steps cannot reach the remai
undecorated Pt sites, and when the first row has been c
pleted, nucleation of the second row has already begun
this work, the temperature has been nonetheless kept b
250 K in order to minimize surface intermixing between C
and Pt.16

Observation of row-by-row growth beyond the first one
hindered by the loss of growth coherence between diffe
terraces. Since the terraces receive a number of adatoms
is proportional to their width, wide terraces complete a giv
number of rows earlier than narrow ones. The correspond
He intensity oscillations are averaged out as the cover
increases.15 In Fig. 2, only a faint shoulder is detected
;0.3 ML, the coverage at which the second row is co
pleted. Despite this fact, the He scattering curves still con
information on the surface structure. Apart from the mon
layer peak in Fig. 2~a!, an intense peak can be observ
between 0.5 and 0.6 ML for the two curves. The intens
increase is due to a narrowing of the terrace width distri
tion during metal deposition with a minimum at 0.5 ML.
no interterrace diffusion occurs, the faster progression of s
edges on large terraces and the slower progression on s
terraces lead to an averaging of terrace widths betw

FIG. 2. Normalized intensity of the specularly reflected H
beam during Ag~a! and Co~b! deposition atT5250 K in grazing
incidence conditions,u i5u f583 °. The maximum at;0.17 ML
corresponds to the completion of the first monatomic row along
Pt step edges; see text for further explanations.
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neighboring terraces.31 The reduced deviation from the mea
terrace width narrows the He diffraction pattern and
creases the peak intensity observed in our measurement.
is further illustrated by a calculation of the terrace wid
standard deviation for a simple model based on these
sumptions, which has been performed over 1000 terra
obeying a Gaussian distribution centered at eight inter-r
spacings with a standard deviation of 1.5 rows. The resu
displayed in Fig. 3 and it shows that the terrace width dis
bution goes through a minimum at a coverage of 0.5 ML.
recently shown in a combined TEAS–scanning tunneling
croscopy~STM! study,16 the 0.5-ML peak is observed in th
case of Co only between 200 and 290 K and can be dire
associated with the formation of straight monolayer wir
that cover half the width of a Pt terrace. AtT,200 K, dif-
fusion processes are too slow for Co adatoms to form reg
stripes parallel to the substrate steps. AtT>300 K, Co ada-
toms have enough thermal energy to diffuse between a
cent terraces, allowing the formation of bilayer islands a
thus breaking the periodic pattern of the surface. The p
ence of the peak at around 0.5 ML~Fig. 2! is therefore an
indication of a surface periodic ordering comparable to
even better than that of a clean Pt~997! surface, and it will be
used in the following as an indicator for the growth of o
dered structures.

B. Growth of AgÕCo wires

We have shown in Sec. II A that by means of TEAS, w
can control in real time the step decoration process for
and Co separately. We can now take advantage of this fa
deposit a monatomic row along the Pt step edges in orde
form a true 1D interface of Co~Ag! atoms. By subsequen
deposition of Ag~Co!, we can then study how the growt
evolves, whether ordered structures will form or intermixi
between the two metals will prevent ordering on the atom
scale.

e

FIG. 3. Simulated terrace width standard deviations measured
in atomic rows~one atomic row is equal to 2.4 Å) vs adatom co
erage. The minimum at 0.5 ML is the result of the adatom confi
ment effect shown in the scheme at the bottom. The gain in sur
periodicity is evident comparing the surface profile before and a
deposition of 0.5 ML in the diagram.
4-3
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Figure 4 shows the He reflectivity curves recorded
grazing incidence conditions during subsequent depositio
Ag and Co at 150, 200, and 250 K. First, a monatomic r
of Ag has been deposited along each step~peak at
;0.17 ML); then Ag deposition has been stopped and aft
few seconds we have started evaporating Co. We point
that, if the Co evaporator shutter is kept close, the He be
intensity remains constant after Ag deposition, indicat
that no structural changes take place in the Ag row. T
monotonic decrease in intensity during Co evaporat
shows that the defect density on the surface increases; a
and 250 K, we would expect to observe the Co peak
;0.5 ML if Ag and Co formed ordered atomic rows parall
to the Pt step edges. Since this is not the case, we conc
that further row-by-row growth does not take place. The
sence of the 0.5-ML peak could be due either to roughen
of the step edge or to chemical disorder~Ag/Co intermixing!
in the near-step region. Since atT>200 K the mobility is
sufficiently high for both Ag and Co adatoms to rearran
into straight stripes parallel to the Pt steps,15,16 the missing
He beam intensity in the Ag/Co case is likely due to int
mixing of the two species. Moreover, the calculations
ported in Secs. III D and IV B support this latter point b
showing that the structure with a first pure Ag row and
second row filled by Co atoms only~named AgICoII for sim-
plicity! is unstable towards alloying. The notationXIYII will
refer in the following to wires consisting of alternated row
of pure metals, whereX andY stand for Ag, Co, and Cu.

We now discuss the reverse situation in which Co is
posited first~Fig. 5!. We stop deposition at a coverage co
responding to a Co monatomic row and subsequently s

FIG. 4. TEAS reflectivity atu i5u f583 ° as a function of the
total coverage of Ag and Co. Deposition of Ag is stopped af
completion of a monatomic row and Co is subsequently evapor
on the surface. Ordered growth would result in He intensity max
during Co deposition, which are not observed in this case.
04540
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evaporating Ag. At 150 and 200 K, we observe the peak
;0.5 ML, indicating continuous row-by-row growth of Ag
on Pt~997!.15 This case is thus different from the previou
one as we have indications of ordered structure format
We suggest that the Co atomic row stays in contact with
Pt steps while the Ag rows align themselves at the Co bou
ary without considerable intermixing (CoIAgII). This picture
is in agreement with the ground-state calculations of the w
atomic structure reported in Secs. III D and IV B. Note th
as the temperature rises, intermixing can occur even in
configuration. In fact, the;0.5-ML peak is not observed in
the TEAS curves forT>250 K. This can be explained b
considering that the ground-state energy calculated for
alloyed Ag/Co wire is close to that of the most stable CoIAgII

configuration~see Table IV in Sec. III D!.
In Fig. 5, Ag deposition has been stopped at about 0.5

and further Co has been deposited on the surface. This
done in order to grow a superlattice with a Co/Ag/Co ba
instead of the simple Co/Ag one shown in Fig. 1~a!. How-
ever, the featureless Co TEAS data reported in Fig. 2~b!, as
well as in Fig. 5 for coverages larger than 0.5 ML, do n
allow us to draw any conclusion on the ordering of such
superlattice.

Surface-confined mixing of Ag and Co has been obser
on Ru~0001! ~Ref. 23! and on Mo~110!.24 In both cases,
intermixing has been attributed to a strain-relief mechan
that compensates for the strain of the opposite sign impo
by the substrate on the two overlayer metals.32 On Pt~997!,
as on Ru~0001!, Co is under tensile strain while Ag is unde
compressive strain; however, in contrast to Refs. 23 and
such a strain-relief mixing mechanism is unlikely to be at t
origin of interdiffusion in our case, at least below 250 K. T

r
ed
a

FIG. 5. TEAS reflectivity atu i5u f583 ° as a function of the
total coverage of Co and Ag. Ag is deposited after completion o
Co monatomic row; the formation of ordered stripes is inferred
T5150 andT5200 K from the presence of the peak at;0.5 ML.
4-4
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formation of the CoIAgII structure opposed to the suppre
sion of AgICoII cannot be explained in terms of strain sin
mixing would occur in both cases.

C. Analogy between 1D and 2D AgÕCo growth

A qualitative understanding of the experimental results
the Ag/Co wires can be presented by drawing a parallel
tween 1D and 2D systems in terms of the interface and
face free energy of Pt, Co, and Ag. It is well known fro
thin-film epitaxy that layer-by-layer growth with a sharp i
terface requires a material with a smaller surface free ene
to be deposited on a substrate with a higher surface
energy, the interface energy being small to avo
intermixing.33 If the surface free energy of the deposited m
terial is higher than that of the substrate, segregation
occur. Co has a higher surface free energy when compare
Ag,34 and Co adatoms on a host Ag surface show a str
tendency to segregate, whereas Ag on a Co surface
not.35 The above argument holds for 2D films, but our resu
show that it can be extended to 1D interfaces obtained
step decoration. When Co is evaporated after the depos
of a monatomic Ag row on Pt~997!, it ‘‘segregates’’ laterally
into the Ag row. In the present system, also the stron
tendency of Co to bind to Pt with respect to Ag contribu
to the lateral segregation of the Co atoms towards the Pt s
In fact, depending on the adsorption site, we will show
Sec. III that the calculated values of the Co-Pt binding
ergy are 20–30 % larger than the Ag-Pt one.

To elaborate the analogy between 1D and 2D systems
have repeated the measurements reported in Fig. 4 and F
for Ag and Co monolayer films on Pt~997! instead of mon-
atomic wires. Figure 6 shows the reflected He beam inten
recorded innongrazingconditions during~a! deposition of
1-ML Ag followed by 1-ML Co and~b! deposition of 1-ML
Co followed by more than 2-ML Ag. In this scattering g
ometry, as mentioned in Sec. II, the He reflectivity is det
mined by the overall surface ordering. At monolayer comp
tion, in the case of layer-by-layer growth, the density
diffuse scatterers is at a minimum, thus resulting in a ma
mum of the surface reflectivity.20 Accordingly, the oscilla-
tions in Fig. 6 have a period of 1 ML and can be used
calibrate the coverage scale. The relative intensities of
monolayer peaks depend on the corrugation of the
overlayer potential, on the Debye temperature, and on
ordering of the overlayer.19 The first peak in Fig. 6~a! corre-
sponds to the formation of a pseudomorphic Ag single la
on the Pt substrate with excellent ordering.15 The following
Co monolayer peak is barely visible, and it is a factor 40 l
intense compared to the situation in which Co is depos
first, indicating that the Ag/Co interface is disordered. R
versing the deposition order, we see in Fig. 6~b! that the He
beam intensity during Ag evaporation recovers, at monola
completion, the initial 1-ML Co value and even further o
cillations can be detected. We conclude that Ag grows la
by layer on the Co film for the first two layers, as it does
the clean Pt~997! surface.18

The CoIAgII configuration has been shown to be the m
stable in the case of decoration of Pt steps by monatomic
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and Ag rows as well as in the case of single monolayer fil
of Co and Ag on Pt. General thermodynamics argume
commonly applied in the description of thin-film epitaxy ca
therefore be extended, at least in the present case, to
linear interfaces.

III. CALCULATION OF THE GROUND-STATE ATOMIC
STRUCTURE

The calculations reported in this section provide a dee
physical insight into the wire structure and composition
relation with our experimental results. We study the groun
state atomic structure of Ag, Co, and Cu adatoms on Pt~997!
by means of a many-body semiempirical potential based
the second moment approximation~SMA!. This potential is
used to determine first the potential-energy map obtained
a single metal adatom on Pt~997!, and then to understand th
formation of pure and mixed Co, Ag, and Cu atomic wir
along the steps at 0 K. Finally, the wire stability is inves
gated by means of free-energy calculations at finite temp
ture.

A. The interaction potential

Many different approaches can be found in the literat
to introduceN-body interactions, which are required to d
scribe accurately the properties of metals.36,37 The available
methods can be roughly split into two categories. The fi
one is derived from the density-functional theory and co
prises the effective-medium theory~EMT!,38 the embedded-
atom method~EAM!,39 and the glue model.40 These methods
are best suited for simple and noble metals. A second

FIG. 6. TEAS reflectivity in nongrazing incidence condition
u i560.5 °,u f547.2 °. Deposition of 1 ML Ag and subsequently o
1 ML Co at 225 K~a!. ~b! Same as~a! with reversed order of Ag
and Co deposition. In this scattering geometry, the He reflecti
depends on the overall terrace defect density; the TEAS oscillat
have a period of 1 ML.
4-5
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P. GAMBARDELLA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045404
egory of simplifiedN-body potentials has been applied wi
success to transition metals to explain properties that dep
on the effective width of thed electronic density of states
determined by its second moment within the tight-bindi
scheme,41–47but not on its details.37 These potentials are abl
to account for the cohesive properties of bulk solids,43 the
experimentally observed contraction of the first interlay
spacing occurring at surfaces of transition metals,37,46 the
energy barriers for diffusion,45 and, to a lesser extent, th
elastic constants43 and the formation energy of a vacancy48

Note that beyond empirical and semiempirical potentials,
density-functional theory is able to describe not only t
electronic states but also the total energy. At the pres
time, however, the calculations are too time consuming to
used for large systems.

The potentials based on the second moment approx
tion ~SMA! are probably the most flexible form available
the category of semiempirical potentials since they reas
ably describe interactions in transition metals as well as
noble metals~Ag,Au!. 42,49 They are written as the sum o
site energiesEi that are composed of a repulsive pairwi
contribution and a nonadditive attractive part:

Ei5~1/2!(
j Þ i

Vi j 2FS (
j 5” i

f i j D . ~1!

The attractive partF(( j Þ i f i j ) corresponds to the ban
energy. In the framework of the SMA in the tight-bindin
scheme, the functionF(x) is proportional toxa with a5 1

2 ;
the attractivef i j and repulsiveVi j interactions vary with the
interatomic distancer i j according to exponential or powe
laws. However, it has been proposed50 that the results de
rived from a precise tight-binding calculation, i.e., usi
high-order moments and the local charge-neutrality requ
ment, are better modeled if the functionF(x) is taken to be
proportional tox2/3, at least when thed band is filled with
seven electrons per atom, which is the case studied in
50. Since the exponenta might depend on thed-band filling,
we will use it as an additional parameter. The repulsive p
describes the remainder of the total energy. It is assume
be pairwise and given by a Born-Mayer potential. The p
tential energy of thei th atom in the presence of its neighbo
j in a homogeneous system is thus written as

Ei5l(
j

e2p[( r i j /r 0)21]2eS (
j

e22q[( r i j /r 0)21]D a

with

r i j ,r c . ~2!

The repulsive (l,p) and attractive (e,q,a) parameters
are obtained by a least mean-square fit of bulk and sur
properties of the crystal, namely the experimental values
cohesive energyEcoh, bulk modulusB, shear elastic con
stantsC, and the surface energies of low index surfac
~111!, ~100!, and ~110! in cubic crystals.51,52 r 0 is the
nearest-neighbor distance between metal atoms andr c corre-
sponds to the cutoff distance, which is generally taken to
the second-nearest-neighbor distance to speed up the
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rithms. Such a short distance can lead to dramatic effec
we do not impose continuity whenr i j >r c . Therefore, as in
Ref. 50, we have to determine the value of the cutoff d
tance beyond which the parameters do not evolve.

In Fig. 7, we have drawn the dependence of the se
parametersPPt(l,p,e,q,a) as a function of the cutoff dis-
tancer c . It clearly shows that beyond 2r 0, all the parameters
converge to their values obtained for an infinite cutoff d
tance r ` , which is practically attained beyond the four
neighbors. The same behavior is shown~Fig. 8! for the fitted
quantitiesFPt[$Ecoh,B,C,g%. The ratios between the bes
fits and the corresponding experimental values do not cha
anymore beyond 2r 0; deviations from unity remain smal

FIG. 7. Dependence of the set of parametersPPt

5$a,p,q,l,e%Pt as a function of the cutoff distancer c reduced by
the nearest-neighbor distancer 0 between two Pt atoms. The con
vergence is optimal when the influence of the fifth nearest ne
bors is taken into account.

FIG. 8. Ratio between the fitted quantitiesFPt[$Ecoh,B,C,g%
and their corresponding experimental values as a function of
cutoff distancer c reduced byr 0. The ratio does not change any
more beyond 2r 0.
4-6
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~less than 8%! for most of the observablesFPt and are much
smaller than the deviations obtained by using the stand
valuesa5 1

2 and r c5A2r 0, especially for the surface ene
gies. The maximum discrepancy occurs for the elastic c
stants (<30%), for which a perfect agreement is not e
pected since the potential depends only on the interato
distances and not explicitly on the angular deformations. T
optimized values of the potential parameters are given
Table I for Pt, Co, Ag, and Cu. Remarkably, the parametea
remains close to unity (a.0.820.9) for most species, indi
cating that the potential in Eq.~2! is not far from being
pairwise. Nevertheless, it would be an error to consider
metals could be modeled by strictly pairwise potentials si
the observed inward relaxation of the surface planes of
metal cannot be explained witha51.

The generalization of Eq.~2! to the case of heteroatomi
systems is not straightforward, especially due to the ex
nenta, which, contrary to the usual SMA, is not the same
all metals. We have tried several ways to overcome
problem and we have found comparable results within
uncertainty of 10%. Here we takeaX for X-X interactions
and aPt for the X-Pt interactions. This assumption is n
crucial since all thea parameters are quite close to ea
other (a50.960.05). As is usually done with the secon
moment potential, we have used arithmetic averages for
distancesr 0 and r c and geometric averages for the para
etersp, q, l, ande. The contribution to the binding energ
arising from the perturbation of the substrate has been ev
ated to be less than 15% and thus neglected. The contribu
of this term to the variation of the adsorption energies a
function of the atomic environment, which are the releva
quantities in our problem, is even smaller. In the followin
all the adsorption energies are defined as the energy di
ence between the substrate with the adsorbates and the
substrate plus the adatoms in the free state.

B. Potential-energy map for a single metal atom
on the Pt„997… surface

We determine the equilibrium adsorption site of a sin
adatom on the stepped platinum surface in order first
evaluate the adatom potential energies and its corruga
and then to discuss the influence of steps when compare
the flat surface. This can be done by drawing the ada
potential energy map obtained as follows: The potential
ergy Ei of the adatom at the positionr i (xi ,yi ,zi) is mini-

TABLE I. Potential parameters of Eq.~2! for the different ad-
sorbed species.

Pt Co Cu Ag

r 0 (Å) 2.77 2.51 2.55 2.89
l (eV) 2.9135 0.2361 0.7776 1.9994
p 6.9662 8.2732 5.9935 6.2177
e (eV) 3.9653 0.7918 1.2952 2.5096
q 3.2087 1.8493 2.4055 2.9138
a 0.93365 0.8570 0.9097 0.9518
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mized with respect tozi for a given lateral position (xi ,yi)
and the value of the minimumEi

min is plotted as a function of
(xi ,yi). A typical energy map obtained for Co on Pt~997! is
drawn in Fig. 9; the other adsorbates would give simi
shapes. Four main quantities characterize the map and
required to model the adsorption of a metal atom on a vici
surface: the potential well depth of the stable adsorption s
DET and the corrugation energyDE between two stable site
along the diffusion valley on a terrace, the depth of the
sorption wellDES at the bottom of the step edge, and t
so-called Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrierDHS at the step, i.e., the
additional activation barrier for an adatom to jump down a
step edge.

Table II gives the values of these four quantities for t
Co, Cu, and Ag adsorbates. The stable sites on the ter
and at the step are the hollow sites with an adsorption w
significantly lower at the step since the ratioDES /DET is
equal to 1.4. This value is obviously related to the larg
adatom coordination at step sites.53 As expected, the larges
values ofDES andDET are obtained for Co while the cor
responding quantities for Cu and Ag are similar and app
ciably smaller since in the latter metals thed band is filled
and thus its contribution to the cohesive properties alm
vanishes. The same behavior is obtained for the corruga
DE above the terrace and forDHS . These data indicate tha
the Co adatoms should be strongly trapped in the terrace
step adsorption sites compared to Cu and Ag, which sho
diffuse more easily.

TABLE II. Adsorption energy~in eV! of a single metal atom
above the Pt~997! surface derived from the calculation of th
potential-energy maps.

Co/Pt Cu/Pt Ag/Pt

DET 22.79 22.17 22.14
DES 23.79 22.75 22.68
DE 0.26 0.17 0.14~0.17!a

DHS 0.59 0.46 0.39

aExperimental value from Ref. 56.

FIG. 9. Potential-energy map~in eV! experienced by a Co ada
tom above the Pt~997! surface. The step is parallel to theX axis.
4-7
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C. Structure of metal adatoms on Pt„997…: Pure Co, Ag, and
Cu wires

In line with the experiment~Sec. II A!, we start by ana-
lyzing the structure of pure Co, Ag, and Cu wires. We d
termine the minimum potential energy of a set ofN metal
atoms adsorbed on a terrace of the stepped metal surfa
platinum. The Pt substrate is assumed to be rigid and
steps are perfectly linear~without kinks!. The minimum
search is performed at 0 K using a numerical conjuga
gradient procedure.

1. Co

The lattice parameter of bulk Co (2.50 Å) is smaller th
the parameter of bulk Pt (2.77 Å). Despite this large mis
our calculations show that large~400 atoms! 2D islands on
Pt~111! have a commensurate (131) structure in registry
with the substrate. The Co atoms occupy the hollow site
the substrate. The same site occupations are obtained i
presence of a monatomic step since its influence rem
short range. Table II shows that the adsorption energy fo
single Co adatom in the first row of sites along the Pt step
23.79 eV while it increases to22.86 eV in the second row
close to the value of the adsorption energy on the terra
(22.79 eV).

At intermediate Co coverage on the terrace, the anal
of the potential energy can give information on the possi
growth mechanism. Because of the deep potential w
viewed by a single Co atom at the bottom of the Pt step,
energy minimization at 0 K leads to the formation of a Co
row located at the lower terrace and oriented parallel to
step edge. The interatomic distance between the Co atom
equal to the distance between adjacent Pt hollow sites. T
results agree well with a previous STM study
Co/Pt~997!.16 The energy per Co atom in this complete
filled first row ~Fig. 10! is equal to24.20 eV. Examination
of the data given in Table III shows that the energy p
adatom in the second complete row increases significant
23.38 eV, a value that is slightly larger than the mean
ergy of the same adatom embedded in an island on the
race (23.48 eV). This indicates, from a strict interpretatio
of the data at 0 K, that the configuration corresponding to

FIG. 10. Schematic representation of different geometries
which the energy of the adatom~black circle! is calculated. The
corresponding energies are listed in Table III.
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formation of the second row is less stable than the co
sponding formation energy~per atom! of a very large island
on the terrace.

2. Ag

Unlike Co, Ag has a lattice parameter (2.89 Å) that
slightly larger than that of Pt. The geometry above a terr
is still (131), with the Ag atoms occupying the Pt hollow
sites. At the step, Ag forms a complete first row with adso
tion energy equal to23.15 eV per atom~Fig. 10!. The ad-
sorption energy increases in the second filled row t
22.80 eV. This value is the same as the corresponding
ergy per atom in a very large island~Table III!. Hence, at 0
K the second row formation is as stable as the formation
Ag islands on the terrace.

3. Cu

The lattice parameter of bulk Cu (2.55 Å) is smaller th
the corresponding value for Pt~111!. The mean adsorption
energy per Cu atom embedded in a Cu island is equal
22.77 eV in the stable hollow site of the Pt terrace. At t
step edge, the adsorption energy per atom in the first fi
row (23.12 eV) is appreciably lower than the value corr
sponding to a Cu atom in the second row (22.71 eV). This
latter energy is higher than the adsorption energy per atom
a large island, leading to a better stability for the island th
for the second row formation~Table III!.

To summarize this section, the formation of a row of C
Ag, and Cu adatoms close to the Pt step is always energ
cally favored, indicating the possibility of growing 1D mon
atomic wires on the vicinal Pt~997! surface. In the experi-
ments~Sec. II and Refs. 15 and 16!, 1D wires are indeed
obtained by self-organization, provided that the substr
temperature allows for sufficiently fast diffusion of the ad
toms. On the basis of thermodynamic arguments, since
influence of the step is short range, we would expect a str
competition at equilibrium between the formation of a se
ond wire parallel to the step and the aggregation of adato
in large 2D islands on the terraces. On Pt~997!, however, the
growth of large 2D islands~where most adatoms have mon
layerlike coordination! cannot take place due to the sma
width of the terraces. Kinetic effects will further increase t
tendency for row-by-row growth. Experimentally, we fin
that the formation of 2D islands detached from the steps d
not indeed take place. Given the small width of the Pt~997!
terraces compared to the average diffusion length of a mo
mer atT*100 K, adatoms readily migrate and attach to t
step edges prior to nucleate on the terraces.15

TABLE III. Adsorption energy~eV! per adatom on Pt~997! as a
function of its position with respect to the step and on the terra

First row Second row Large island

Co 24.20 23.38 23.48
Ag 23.15 22.80 22.80
Cu 23.12 22.71 22.77

r
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D. Structure of metal adatoms on Pt„997…: AgÕCo and CoÕCu
wires

We report here the results of the ground-state calcula
of the structure of Ag/Co and Co/Cu wires. A prelimina
comparison~without taking temperature effects into accoun!
can be made with the experimental results obtained
Ag/Co ~Sec. II B!. In particular, we intend to explain why th
self-organized growth of CoIAgII wires is favored over
AgICoII. We consider an equimolar mixture of atoms of tw
different metals adsorbed on the Pt~997! surface. The mini-
mum energy search has been performed according to
same numerical conjugate-gradient procedure. A set ofN/2
atoms of theA species andN/2 atoms of theB species is
adsorbed along the step of the Pt~997! surface and the mini-
mum energy is determined for every arrangement ofA andB
species in the sites. The calculations are presented foN
516, the Pt~997! terrace comprising two atomic rows wit
eight atoms each. Periodic boundary conditions are app
along the row to eliminate edge effects.

1. AgÕCo wires

The potential-energy values corresponding to different
rangements of Ag and Co atoms are reported in Table
The most stable structure is obtained when Co atoms occ
the first row close to the step and Ag atoms occupy
second row. Such a structure is labeled CoIAgII in analogy
with the nomenclature used in the experimental part~Sec.
II B !. The least stable geometry corresponds to the cas
which the first row sites are occupied by Ag atoms while
atoms occupy the second row sites (AgICoII structure!. These
results agree well with the He scattering data presente
Sec. II B, which show that ordered CoIAgII wires form when
Co is deposited first and Ag second on Pt~997! at T
<200 K.

All the other configurations in which the Co and Ag a
oms lie randomly within the first two rows close to the st
edges lead to intermediate adsorption energies. These re
indicate that the Co atoms prefer to coat the Pt step, a s
ation for which the interactions between Pt and Co are o
mized. The reverse situation occurs for Ag, which is le
‘‘attracted’’ by the step and allows the Co to be closer to
step. The interactions between Ag atoms, Co atoms, and
tween Ag and Co atoms are very similar and do not prov
selectivity in the random or ordered lateral arrangements
the binary mixture. As a result, intermediate structures w
Co and Ag adatoms in both the first and second row
favored with respect to AgICoII when Ag is deposited first
close to the step.

2. CoÕCu wires

A similar situation occurs for the binary mixture of C
and Co atoms. The most stable structure corresponds
first row of cobalt atoms that coat the step and to a sec
row formed by Cu atoms (CoICuII). The potential energy o
the reverse structure (CuICoII) is clearly larger~Table IV!.
The energy difference between CoICuII and alloyed Co/Cu
rows is larger compared to that between CoI AgII and alloyed
Ag/Co rows. The stronger tendency of Ag to arrange clos
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the step edge with Co atoms in order to form an alloy is d
to the fact that Ag atoms are more strongly bound to the
step than Cu atoms.

IV. STABILITY OF BINARY COMPOSITION WIRES
AT FINITE TEMPERATURE

To get a more reliable comparison between experim
and theory, we need to include temperature effects into
model in order to study the stability of wires containing tw
adatom species (A and B). Moreover, we want to clarify
how the experimental preparation, and more precisely
initial choice of deposition (A deposited before or afterB),
influences the alloying process. We are aware that the exp
mental conditions described in Sec. II do not necessarily c
respond to a model based on equilibrium thermodynam
and that growth could also be determined by out-
equilibrium processes. However, three main reasons jus
the development of a thermodynamic approach based on
Ising model in the present case. First, kinetic effects w
play only a minor role in the formation of an alloyed phas
since speciesA has already reached a thermodynamica
stable state before the deposition of speciesB begins. Sec-
ond, the results of thermodynamics are often qualitativ
informative of the situations that appear in the growth mod
Third, the time interval between two successive depositi
(;10 s) is much longer than typical surface diffusion pr
cesses. The experimental conditions should be close to
gime of thermodynamic quasiequilibrium.

A. Ising model for binary alloy wires

We consider a mixture of two metal atom speciesA andB
adsorbed at temperatureT on a Pt~997! terrace containing
(L3N) adsorption sites, whereL is the number of rows tha
can be formed parallel to the step andN is the number of
sites inside a row. The occupation of thenth site belonging
to the l th row, denoted as the (l ,n)th site (1< l<L, 1<n
<N), is described bys ln , which is equal to 1 or 0 according
to whether the site is occupied or not, whereasSln521 or 1
1 characterizes the atom type (A or B, respectively! at the
( l ,n)th site.

TABLE IV. Total energy ~in eV! of equimolar Ag/Co and
Co/Cu mixtures. The energy values are calculated for a sys
formed by eight Co atoms and eight Ag~or eight Cu! atoms, which
are restricted to occupying the first two rows closest to the low
step edge. Four types of atomic configurations are consideredX
5Ag or Cu!: CoIXII when the Co atoms andX atoms occupy the
first and second row, respectively; CoX ordered alloy; CoX disor-
dered alloy~an average has been performed over many config
tions!; XICoII, where theX atoms and the Co atoms occupy the fir
and second row, respectively.

CoIAgII Ag/Co ordered alloy Ag/Co disordered alloy AgICoII

E 262.44 262.26 261.15 258.86
CoICuII Co/Cu ordered alloy Co/Cu disordered alloy CuICoII

E 260.22 258.66 257.97 257.26
4-9
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P. GAMBARDELLA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 045404
The Ising HamiltonianH for a binary alloy is written in
the pairwise and nearest-neighbor interaction approximat
as

H52(
l ,n

F S 2m~ l !2VA-Pt~ l !2VB-Pt~ l !

2 Ds ln

1S VA-Pt~ l !2VB-Pt~ l !

2 Ds lnSlnG
1 1

2 (
l ,n

(
l 8,n8

F S VAA1VBB12VAB

4 Ds lns l 8n8

2S VAA2VBB

4 D ~Sln1Sl 8n8!s lns l 8n8

1S VAA1VBB22VAB

4 Ds lnSlns l 8n8Sl 8n8G , ~3!

where VA-Pt( l ) and VB-Pt( l ) define the holding interaction
between an adatom (A or B) in the l th row and the Pt sub
strate atom.VAA , VBB , and VAB are the pairwise energie
between adatoms, andm( l ) is the chemical potential for the
l th row at equilibrium. Note that the potential paramete
occurring here cannot be precisely known since such a s
ration in pairwise contributions~bond-breaking model54! is
not accurate due to the natural nonadditivity of the meta
interactions. Nevertheless, it gives some indications of
physical processes, and when the mean-field approac
used, within this pairwise approximation, the free energy
be readily calculated.

In fact, the model becomes analytically tractable~cf. Ap-
pendix A! when we limit our analysis to three rows com
pletely filled by an equimolar mixture of atomsA and B
interacting with a similar lateral potentialVAA5VBB . The
free energy per adatom is then written as

F

N
5

F

N
~0!1$@b~3!2b~1!#M11@b~3!2b~2!#M2

12hM1~M11M2!%1kBT f~M1 ,M2!. ~4!

F/N is a function of two independent order paramet
M1 and M2 that represent the molar fraction of adatomsA
~or adatomsB) in the first or second row, respectivel
(F/N)(0) is ascale factor that depends on the holding co
tribution VA-Pt( l ) andVB-Pt( l ) and on the lateral termsVAA ,
VBB , and VAB ~cf. Appendix A!. The term b( l ) is the
potential-energy difference betweenVA-Pt( l ) andVB-Pt( l ) in
the l th row, which characterizes the potential increment
the adatom-step interaction in the successive rows~cf. Fig.
9!. The termh describes the difference between homoint
actions (VAA and VBB) and heterointeractions (VAB) and
plays the dominant role in mechanisms leading to the or
disorder phase transition.

The values of the various parameters occurring in Eq.~4!
for the three metal species~Co, Ag, and Cu! can be extracted
from Table III data and they have been already discusse
Sec. III C. The solutions leading to minima forF/N in Eq.
~4! can be discussed in a more general way by drawing
reduced free-energy map per adatomF* /N5F/NkBT as a
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function of M1 andM2 for various values of parametersh*
and b(1)* ,b(2)* ,b(3)* reduced by the thermal energ
kBT. Sinceb(2)* .b(3)* , due to the short-range influenc
of the step, the significant parameters areb(1)* 2b(3)* and
h* . The solutions of Eq.~4! are therefore discussed in term
of these two coefficients for the Ag/Co, Co/Cu, and Ag/C
mixtures.

B. Stability of AgÕCo wires

To allow an easier interpretation of the finite-temperatu
results, we plot the free energy per adatom as a function
the molar fractions ofA and B atoms in the first two rows
along a step,M1 andM2, respectively. This is done in Fig
11~a! for T5220 K and b(1)* 2b(3)* 530, which is a
value characteristic of the Ag/Co system, to enable a co
parison with the experimental data of Sec. II B. For sm
values ofh* , the lowest free energy (2500 meV) is ob-
tained whenM151 andM2521, showing that the first row
is fully occupied by Co atoms while the second row conta
the Ag species. Note that the isoenergetic sampling is
narrow alongM2, indicating that the second row can als
contain a small fraction of Co atoms and form an Ag/C
alloy. Whenh* increases up to 20, two minima occur. In th
deepest potential well (2540 meV), the first row is formed
mainly by Co atoms (M150.9) while the second row
contains Ag atoms only (M2521). The other well
(240 meV) corresponds to a situation in which the first ro
is occupied by an alloy of Ag and Co atoms (M1520.15)
with a slightly larger fraction of Ag atoms, while the secon
row is filled by Co atoms only (M251). For still largerh*
values, the aforementioned effect is enhanced. The dee
well (2800 meV) corresponds to an alloy Ag/Co in the fir
row preferentially composed by Co atoms (M150.5) while
the second row is filled by Ag atoms (M2521). The second
energy minimum (2300 meV) occurs forM1520.25 and
M251, i.e., for a disordered first row filled by a Ag/Co allo
and a second Co row. From these results, we conclude
the formation of a first Ag row (AgICoII) is clearly less fa-
vorable for anyh* values.

The value ofh* calculated from the potential@Eq. ~2!#
for the equimolar Ag/Co system is equal to 12. This value
probably underestimated due to the use of an effective p
wise interaction model for its calculation. The calculat
value ofh* leads to the stability of a first Co row consiste
with the map drawn in the middle of Fig. 11~a!. The ordering
process can be summarized as follows. When Co is de
ited first, it forms a very stable Co row at the step edg
subsequent addition of Ag atoms completes the second
This is the CoIAgII configuration found in the experimenta
part. By contrast, when Ag is deposited first, unphysical v
ues ofh* would be required to prevent the Co atoms fro
occupying the first row at the expense of Ag atoms. T
AgICoII structure cannot be stabilized and the system dire
forms an alloy, because no energy barrier separates
AgICoII phase from the mixed phase, in agreement with
experimental findings obtained in Sec. II B. The transiti
from the alloy towards the stable CoI AgII ordering is also
possible since the two energy minima are separated b
4-10
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FIG. 11. Reduced free-energ
maps as a function of the mola
fractionsM1 and M2 of metal at-
oms in the first and second row
The values of b(1)* , b(2)* ,
b(3)* , and h* potential param-
eters are given in each map. Co
umn ~a! corresponds to situation
relevant for the Ag/Co and Co/Cu
systems and column~b! character-
izes rather the Ag/Cu case.Ml

50 corresponds to a binary allo
of A and B species,Ml561 to
pureA or B wires, as indicated at
the bottom of the two columns.
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barrier of 30 meV while the reverse path from CoIAgII to-
wards the alloy is forbidden due to a barrier height of 7
meV.

C. Stability of CoÕCu and AgÕCu wires

A better understanding of the results obtained for
Ag/Co system can be gained by making a comparison w
other species that were not investigated experimentally
this paper. Moreover, we can clarify here the role of the t
main parametersb(1)* 2b(3)* and h* on the self-
organized growth of binary alloy wires.

A behavior similar to Ag/Co is expected for Co/Cu wire
on the basis of similar values forb(1)* 2b(3)* for this
mixture~see Table III!. We thus refer to Fig. 11~a! to discuss
the Co/Cu wires. The calculatedh* value for Co/Cu ish*
04540
e
h
in
o

53, about four times smaller than the value obtained for
Ag/Co system. By looking at Fig. 11~a! ~top!, we see that the
deposition of Co atoms would lead to the formation of a ve
stable first row of pure Co (M151) without mixing with
additional Cu atoms, these latter forming the second r
(M2521), i.e., a situation corresponding to CoICuII. When
Cu is deposited first, the formation of the CuICoII structure is
unstable with respect to the alloy (M15M250) and clearly
much less stable than the CoICuII structure.

The Ag/Cu mixture is characterized by smaller values
b(1)* , b(3)* , and h* when compared to the Ag/Co an
Co/Cu mixtures. We see in Fig. 11~b! that for very small
values ofh* (h* 51), the first row is mainly filled by Cu
atoms while the Ag atoms occupy the second row. Howev
a small fraction of the other species can be present in b
rows, leading to the formation of a Ag/Cu alloy in the fir
4-11
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two rows with a dominant species (M150.85,M2520.70).
When h* increases up to 10, two minima occur. The fi
one at2170 meV, obtained forM150.5 andM2521, cor-
responds to the main occupation of the first row by Cu ato
while the second row is fully occupied by Ag atoms. T
second minimum is slightly less deep (2100 meV) and it
occurs forM1520.3 andM251, i.e., as the first row is
formed by a Ag/Cu alloy while the second row is occupi
by Cu. For significantly larger values ofh* (h* 520), the
two previous minima tend to become equivalent with a b
rier roughly equal to 170 meV. In the first minimum, the fir
row is mainly filled by Cu atoms (M150.5) and the second
row by Ag atoms (M2521) forming the CuIAgII structure.
The reverse situation occurs in the second minimum.

The estimated value ofh* for the Ag/Cu system@Eq. ~2!#
is equal to 5 and corresponds approximately to the mid
map in Fig. 11~b!. In this case, when Cu is deposited first
the surface, it forms an ordered row at the step that is
destroyed by the addition of Ag atoms. The latter spec
arranges itself in a complete second row. The reverse s
tion AgICuII can also be obtained even if this peculiar ord
ing does not correspond to the most stable situation. In f
when Ag atoms are deposited first, the system can freez
the metastable AgICuII structure corresponding to the seco
well since the alloy is clearly less stable and because
high-energy barrier that traps the system in this state
vents it from reaching its minimum configuration CuIAgII.

The features deduced from this thermodynamic model
qualitatively in good agreement with the experimental d
concerning the growth of binary Ag/Co wires. In particula
we have evidenced that CoIAgII is the most stable structur
and that, conversely, AgICoII is unstable towards alloying
The analysis of the Co/Cu and Ag/Cu systems cannot
supported at present by experimental evidence. We h
shown that the formation of two wires of different compo
tion can be obtained for particular values of the main para
etersh* and b(1)* 2b(3)* . We point out that a detailed
understanding and predictive analysis of epitaxial binary
loy growth rest on an accurate description of the metal/m
interaction potentials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have investigated the forma
and thermodynamic stability of bimetallic wires obtained
step decoration of Pt vicinal surfaces. Sequential deposi
of Ag and Co on Pt~997! has been investigated by TEAS a
a means to obtain a periodic array of wires formed by al
nated Ag and Co monatomic chains. When a monatomic
row is deposited first and is in contact with the Pt edge
oms, subsequent Ag deposition at 150 K<T<200 K leads
to the formation of compositionally ordered Co/Ag strip
parallel to the Pt steps (CoIAgII). In contrast, atomic chain
of mixed composition are obtained when Ag is deposi
before Co. Calculations based on semiempirical potent
agree with the experimental data, showing that the equ
rium configuration of a binary Ag/Co wire determined at 0
corresponds to the first row filled by Co and the second r
by pure Ag. The results of the thermodynamic approach
04540
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veloped at finite temperature corroborate the stability of
CoIAgII configuration and show that the reverse struct
AgICoII is clearly unstable, leading to the occurrence of
Ag/Co alloy in the first two rows along the steps. In additio
calculations have been extended to Co/Cu and Ag/Cu bin
mixtures in order to stimulate experiments not available
date and to test the predictive character of the present
merical approach.

APPENDIX: FREE ENERGY OF THE BINARY ALLOY

When the mean-field approach is used, the Ising Ham
tonian defined in Eq.~3! can be rewritten as

H̄5(
l ,n

F @2m~ l !1B~ l !2b~ l !Sln#s ln12gS s ln2
u l

2 DQ l

22dS Slns ln2
Ml

2 DQ l22dS s ln2
u l

2 DP l

12hS s lnSln2
Ml

2 DP l G , ~A1!

where the potential coefficients appearing in Eq.~A1! are
defined as

B~ l !5 1
2 @VA-Pt~ l !1VB-Pt~ l !#,

b~ l !5 1
2 @VA-Pt~ l !2VB-Pt~ l !#,

g5
VAA1VBB12VAB

4
, ~A2!

d5
VAA2VBB

4
,

h5
VAA1VBB22VAB

4
.

In the particular geometry studied here, an adatom in a gi
row l ( l 5” 1,L) has two nearest neighbors in its own row
well as in the two adjacent rows. The mean occupationu l of
the l th row parallel to the step is expressed as

u l5^s ln& ~A3!

andMl is the difference betweenu l
B andu l

A of row l in atoms
B andA, respectively,

u l
A5 K s lnS 12Sln

2 D L ,

u l
B5 K s lnS 11Sln

2 D L , ~A4!

Ml5^s lnSln&5u l
B2u l

A ,

where ^•••& means a statistical average over the canon
distribution. Finally,

Q l5 (
l 8 l 21

l 11

u l 8 ,

~A5!
P l5(

l 8
Ml 8 ,
4-12
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and Q15u11u2 , QL5uL211uL , P15M11M2 , PL
5ML211ML .

The free energy is readily obtained from Eq.~4.18a! of
Ref. 55 applied to the case of a ‘‘ternary’’ alloy made ofA
andB atoms plus vacancies,

F5N(
l

@2m~ l !1B~ l !#u l2b~ l !Ml1gu lQ l2dMlQ l

2du lP l1hMlP l1kBTFu l2Ml

2
lnS u l2Ml

2 D
1

u l1Ml

2
lnS u l1Ml

2 D1~12u l !ln~12u l !G ~A6!

Such an energy depends on the chemical potentialm, on
the temperatureT through b5(kT)21, and on the various
potential parameters and statistical quantities. The comp
analysis of the growth mode cannot be readily carried
since it requires the study of the functionF( l ) versus all the
parameters involved.

Here we limit our analysis to the growth of three row
completely filled by an equimolar binary mixture of atomsA
andB interacting through very similar lateral interaction p
tentialsVAA.VBB . As a result, the number of atomsA andB
is fixed, the potential coefficientd vanishes, and the numbe
of degrees of freedom decreases due to the constraints
posed on theu l andMl values. Indeed, the completion of th
three rows requires thatu15u25u351, leading to the addi-
tional conditionsQ15Q352 and Q253. Moreover, for a
binary mixture, the conditionM11M21M350 must neces-
sarily hold, implying the additional expressionsP15M1
1M2 , P250, andP352M1.
v

ys

J

y

B

.

h-

s

.
h

A

04540
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Within these assumptions, the free energy per adatom
pends only on the two order parametersM1 andM2 instead
of the 14 independent degrees of freedomu l and Ml ( l
51, . . . ,8). Thethird row behaves as an atom bath that su
plies metal atomsA or B to the first two rows, in order to
reach thermodynamic equilibrium. The free energy is th
written as a sum of three contributions, as

F

N
5

F

N
~0!1$@b~3!2b~1!#M11@b~3!2b~2!#M2

12hM1~M11M2!%1kBT f~M1 ,M2!. ~A7!

(F/N)(0) appears as a scale factor defined as

F

N
~0!5B~1!1B~2!1B~3!17g, ~A8!

while the two other contributions depend onM1 and M2.
The second contribution mixesM1 ,M2 and the potential co-
efficients, while the third termf (M1 ,M2) is a function of
M1 andM2 only, defined as

f ~M1 ,M2!5
12M1

2
lnS 12M1

2 D1
11M1

2
lnS 11M1

2 D
1

12M2

2
lnS 12M2

2 D1
11M2

2
lnS 11M2

2 D
1

12M12M2

2
lnS 12M12M2

2 D
1

11M11M2

2
lnS 11M11M2

2 D . ~A9!
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